1. What are your current 3 main areas of research?
   - Effect of healthcare professional education on personal lifestyle choices of healthcare students and professionals
   - Diet and nutritional counseling for the healthcare professional
   - Predictors of oral diseases

2. What are the top 3 areas of expertise/tools you are looking for in a research collaborator?
   - Access to healthcare professionals and students to study impact of healthcare education
   - Dieticians/other professionals in nutritional sciences with knowledge of analysis of food intake data
   - Statistical analysis of data

3. What 3 skills/tools that you have access to, are you willing to share with a potential research collaborator?
   - Experience in research involving surveys of dental students regarding impact of dental curricula on personal lifestyle choices
   - Previously published research on sugar sweetened beverages including sports and energy drinks and their impact on enamel
   - Experience in collecting and analyzing data from food diaries